The way to exploitation.
Applying the HAIVISIO Reference Framework to improve H2020 projects’ communication and
dissemination activity to enhance visibility and impact.
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In this webinar you will:
•

Learn from on-going and recently completed projects across
the ‘ICT for Healthy, Active and Ageing-Well World’ about
many of their communications, dissemination, exploitation
and sustainability challenges.

•

Understand how a systematic, holistic and continuous
improvement approach to communications and
dissemination can enhance project development pathways
and strengthen project outcomes.

•

Learn how a ‘Reference Framework’ tool developed by
HAIVISIO can help model the developing assets and results
across your projects into an integrated information platform
as a base for communication and dissemination actions.

•

Gain insight into how to apply the HAIVISIO Reference
Framework tool in communications work-packages through
some extracts from a worked example in a R&I project.

Enhance the
compliance of your
communication and
dissemination workpackage activities with
H2020 programme
objectives.

Interact directly with
the HAIVISIO team
though a question and
answer period after
the webinar, and
arrange one-on-one
follow-ups if desired.
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Improving H2020 Project Communications
Applying the HAIVISIO Reference Framework to improve communication and dissemination activity to enhance
H2020 projects’ visibility and impact.
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Communication and exploitation challenges
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Asset integrity - coherent solutions vs components

We reviewed the
inputs and
contributions of
over 25 projects
to-date.

The main
challenges facing
the projects we’re
engaged with.

Exploitation integrity – consortium v’s individual partners (splitting IP)
Market continuum – from consumer proposition to systemic change

Maintaining
and energies
– the finish line
syndrome
How
can- Efforts
we better
organise
the
Skills gaps
information
and models underneath
Acceptance and acceptability – privacy / safety / ethical considerations
these
issues
so –that
we can
Underpinning
principles
person-centred
/ system centric / empowerment
European fragmentation and diversity - regions and regionalism
communicate,
disseminate and exploit
Platform complexity – integrating integration
effectively
?
Assets of Policy Influence
- Real-world large scale implementation knowhow
Dissemination events – targeted / shotgun - quality vs quantity
Pilots at scale: RCTs / PCTs and Continuous Quality Improvement
The funding continuum – R&D, pilots, innovation funds, VCs
Technical innovation, social innovation and enterprise innovation
Networks – passive / active, open / closed, narrow / broad
The varying rate of change (technology, device, process, culture ?)
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Communications synergy exploration model
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Market Attraction
Customer
Pre-comm.

Public/Priv
ate
Service

ESIF
ERDF

Business
intermediary

Consumer

Legislation
Regulation

Standards

Business modeling

Venture
Capital

Fragmented market

Implementable ?

Leadership team

Protection

Funding

Splitting the assets

Translation readiness

Splitting Consortium

Acceptance

Capacity / skills mix

More R&D ?

User centred design

National
Sources

Trust

Solution modeling

H2020/
AAL
Selfinvestment

Ethics
New
partners

New projects
Enhance platform

Larger
Trials
Evidence

Privacy

Project Energy
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Communication flows: - new project(s) and/or new business(s)
Market Attraction
Customer
Pre-comm.

Health
Service

ESIF
ERDF

Consumer

Potential customers

Potential funders

Communications
& Synergies
& Competition

Protection

Policy makers

Ex.New.R&D Partners

National
Sources

Legislation
Regulation

Standards

Business modeling

Venture
Capital

Funding

Business
intermediary

Acceptance
Trust

Solution modeling
H2020

Selfinvestment

Ethics
New
partners

New projects
Enhance platform

Larger
Trials
Evidence

Privacy

Project Energy
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The continuity of a collaborative H2020 Project.
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… and its future(s)

A history
(histories)

Project in the
present
(3 -4 years)

A H2020
Health / ICT
Project

Galvanising the present.
Sustaining/energising the teams activities
Maintaining stakeholder enthusiasm
Polishing the diamond

A future
(futures)

The project direction

Promoting and fostering ‘its’ future(s).
Shift from project with start and end to –
bounded R&I activity along a pathway to
sustainability, impact and growth.
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Need to be systematic …
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• Complex emerging market and diverse audiences ..
• Building Confidence for investors ..
• Collaborative project environment / opportunities and
responsibilities ..
• Managing message(s) Continuity pre-, during and post
project ..
• Project as a Coherent whole and as an organic
development ..
• Being specific and Centred – but keeping directions
and options open ..
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Need to be iterative….

Responsive to dynamic project development characteristics
•

•

•

•

Structure – Project has initial organisation, goals,
expectations and plan. Don’t let extracts from the
proposal text remain the primary message until the
project is completed.
Behaviour – Project is dynamically developing and
learning as R&I activities unfold, assets are created
and results achieved. Incremental steps should be
celebrated and shared.
Ecology – Eco-system context in which the
project/product and consortium (members) are
working is constantly evolving – including
opportunity landscape. Keep messages current.
Time – time-based opportunities often present
themselves (events/visits/meetings/demos). These
un-scheduled milestones are often vital triggers for
progress.

… the development of
H2020 projects is
iterative and extensive ..
.. Information supporting
development should be
cyclical and incremental
..

PDSA
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Need to be integrative….

Quality features to address difficult H2020 R&I operating environment
Business
modelling

Pilots sites
(geographies)

Coherent &
Consistent

User
engagement

Targeted &
Tailored

Technical
development

Effective &
Efficient

Administrative
development

Creative &
Differentiating

Main elements of communications strategy should transfer, scale and/or
evolve as project transitions into post-H2020 development

Reference Framework
Solution: Con-current and dynamic single source of project content to support
communications and dissemination actions that is organised in a systematic way.
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What is the Reference Framework….
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Responsive to dynamic project development characteristics
•

A systematic set of questions – answers/statements
about all dimensions of the project

•

An information index on a project’s tangible and in
tangible assets, resources, models, processes and
results

•

A structured information base for internal and
external communications, dissemination and
exploitation.

•

A collaborative ‘enterprise’ checklist for a H2020
project’s coherence, consistency and completeness

•

A dynamic repository index of a project’s IP asset
evolution over, and beyond, the lifetime of the
project.

6 rows x 6 columns
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WHAT:
Inventory
Entities
Assets
Resources
Items

HOW:
Functions
Relationships
Processes
Activities
Flows

WHERE:
Locations
Place/space
Networks
Distribution
Mobility

WHO:
People
Customers
Users
Partners
Responsibilities

WHEN:
Time
Events/milestones
Schedules
Behaviour/queues
Speed /cycles

WHY:
Challenge
Motivation
Need/problem
Opportunity
Improvement

The columns address
different interrogatives or
questions in relation to
model representations.
They indicate the primary
elements of
communication of the
project both internally
and externally.
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IDENTIFICATION
View: Stakeholder/investor
Scope: Operating eco-system
Level: Market strategy
DEFINITION
View: Owner/directors
Scope: Business concept
Level: Business model/plan
REPRESENTATION
View: Solution architect/design
Scope: Systems logic model
Level: Product/service plans
SPECIFICATION
View: Systems engineering
Scope: Technology model
Level: Infrastructure services

CONFIGURATION
View: ICT/clinical Developer
Scope: Standards & interoper.
Level: Service development
INSTANTIATION
View: Internal & external use
Scope: Data modelling
Level: Data management

The rows can be considered as different perspectives,
different stakeholders, different scopes, or different levels
of detail.

Project evolution ..
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

From experiment to enterprise

TRL 3 – experimental proof of concept
Technology modelling
TRL 4 – technology validated in lab
TRL 5 – technology validated in relevant environment
TRL 6 – technology demonstrated in relevant environment
TRL 7 – system prototype demonstration in operational environment
TRL 8 – system complete and qualified
TRL 9 – actual system proven in operational environment
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Business modelling
•
•
•
•

Customer discovery
Customer validation
Customer creation
Value building

An enterprise model

A start-up model
Final H2020 R&I model
Research proposal model
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How to apply the Framework …
Business
modelling

User
engagement

Reference
Framework

Communications
Plan

Communications
Actions
Web-site
Events

Pilots sites
(geographies)

News letters
Papers/pubs.

Broad
Stakeholder
reach

Meetings/visits
Negotiations

Targeted
Shareholder/cu
stomer
engagement

Deliverables

Impacts

Social Media
Technical
development

Communication,
Dissemination
Exploitation
Outcomes
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Reference Framework in Action – Collaboratively …
• Building consistent consortium consensus
– Common / shared / agreed approaches
– Partner specific approaches must reinforce/align with collective view
– Keeping it con-current with other strands - business modelling

• Primary working Method
– In interactive workshops with project partners as significant agenda item at
regular Project Consortium meetings
– Pre-work by work-package leader/partners
– Post-work – capture/distribute/update documents / resources
– Continuous contribution to/from other activities

• The Support Tools
– a. “HAIVISIO RF- Chart-A1.ppt”:
http://haivisio.eu/?smd_process_download=1&download_id=2299
– b. “Reference-haivisio.pptx”:
http://haivisio.eu/?smd_process_download=1&download_id=2302
– Through the website, hit the link http://haivisio.eu/downloads/ and scroll
down to “Training Courses material”

30/09/2015
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Reference Framework in Action..

Power-point reference
display to provide focus on
cells under consideration.

R&I dissemination planning workshop

Interactive session with
ideas/responses registered
on initial wall charts.

The HAIVISIO Wall Chart ..

In action
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Exploring a column – Where ?
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An ICT tool to help older persons continue to participate and contribute to social and economic activity in society by
gaining formal / informal employment - through finding opportunities with public/private and social enterprises.
WHERE: Locations / Place/space / Networks / Distribution / Mobility
IDENTIFICATION
Market Strategy

View: Stakeholder/investor
Scope: Operating eco-system
Territories / locations ?

Initially: regions covered by partner pilots (Lux, Switz, Italy, Fran.,Irl,
) - then wider national coverage in these territories.
Later: Territory intersections – language / low competition

DEFINITION
Level: Business model

View: Owner/directors
Scope: Business concept
Channels / Relations ?

Initially: adopt a B2B2C business model working through
municipalities, NGO and other bodies/agencies. Will require an
intermediary for local delivery support

REPRESENTATION
Level: Product/service plans

View: Solution architect/design
Scope: Systems logic model
Distribution / Connection ?

Each organisational instantiation will need to be individually managed
but should be linkable to promote opportunities across boundaries

SPECIFICATION
Level: Infrastructure services

View: Systems engineering
Scope: Technology model
Network / Connectivity ?

Needs to cover urban/rural and availability to people on the move –
and support notifications – SMS / 3G/4G Wi-Fi. (call centre support)

CONFIGURATION
Level: Service development

View: ICT/clinical Developer
Scope: Standards & interoper
Access / Mobilitiy ?.

Customisable / re-branding by service-promoting territorial partners –
to give location sensitive look and feel. Service is location aware.

INSTANTIATION
Level: Data management

View: Internal & external use
Scope: Data modelling
Storage / Security ?

Spatial indexing and processing – nearest/within distance/travel time.
Trigger trans-boundary conditions. Cloud management appropriate.

From Charts to Plans to Implementation Actions..

INFORMATION to be disseminated:
• Tangible Results
• Intangible Results
TARGET AUDIENCE for dissemination:
• Stakeholders
• Geographies
KEY ACTIVITIES for dissemination:
• Channels / networks
• Events
THE PLAN for dissemination:
• During the project
• After the project (next stages)
MEASURING SUCCESS
• what will it look like
• How is it measured
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Some Tips & Techniques
•

•

•

•

Structure: Capture initial baseline /
aspirations: Do an initial reference chart based
on proposal (keep it as an initial reference).
Behaviour: Do an iteration at each consortium
meeting – look at SWOT – gaps for priority
actions.
Eco-system: Listen/watch the market
communicate. Follow media/news streams
and keep scrap-book of related news/policy
developments relevant to application area –
including competition.
Evaluative: Continue to ask – can we do this
better – and how will we know its better ?
Capture these indicators.

IF you are attempting
parallel B2B (ie buy-in by
the public system) and also
B2C (ie direct to customer)
– do recognise that
messages will need to be
differentiated.

Innovating
Improving
Implementing
Impacting
Investing
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Thank you for your kind attention!
Email: info@haivisio.eu
Website: www.haivisio.eu
Twitter: HAIVISIO_project
LinkedIn Group: Haivisio
YouTube Channel: Haivisio project
Pinterest Group: HAIVISIO
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